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Abstract
Background: There are controversies concerning the natural history of arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) in
literature and it is not clear which AVMs should be treated and which should be just observed. Objective criteria
beyond growth in serial MRIs or angiographies are needed. The use of black blood MRI is currently under
investigation for evaluating the rupture risk of cerebral aneurysms, however its use for assessment of AVMs has yet
to be evaluated. We therefore conducted a feasibility study on the application of black blood MRI (bbMRI) in AVMs
to assess rupture risk.
Methods: Retrospective study of 10 patients with intracranial AVMs and 4 patients with arteriovenous fistulas who
received a black blood MRI before treatment.
Results: AVM niduses (9/10) show contrast enhancement irrespective of rupture or size. All arteriovenous fistulas (4 / 4)
were contrast enhancing irrespective of rupture.
Conclusion: High flow malformations are in a permanent stage of inflammation which does not seem to allow
conclusions on their rupture risk at the current stage. BbMRI is a feasible method of identifying inflammation in AVMs
and arteriovenous fistulas. However, future prospective studies are needed to evaluate whether bbMRI contrast
enhancement correlates with rupture risk.
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Background
The natural history of arteriovenous malformations
(AVMs) represents a controversial topic. While the
ARUBA study shows a low rupture risk, epidemiologic
studies suggest a high risk of bleeding throughout a
patient´s life [1, 2]. Little is known about the pathophysiological processes in an AVM and even less about
any factors which could predict a risk of bleeding. The
black blood MRI (bbMRI) appeared on the diagnostic
horizon and offers a promising outlook in predicting
rupture risk in intracranial aneurysms [3, 4]. As contrast
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enhancement in the aneurysm wall reflects inflammatory
processes and inflammation in the AVM vessel wall has
been shown histologically [5], we studied the possibility
of bbMRI on high flow AVMs in order to evaluate
differences in inflammatory processes which could
signify instability. One study with 4 patients using
ferumoxytol-enhanced MRI showed the feasibility of
MRIs in visualizing inflammation in AVMs [6]. A study
on cavernomatous malformations conducted by our
group showed no significant contrast enhancement of
the walls of brain cavernomas (low flow malformations,
results submitted for publication). The main question
was whether inflammatory reactions in the walls of high
flow malformations can be visualized by bbMRI and
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Table 1 Characteristics of the study population
Gender

Age

S-M

Localization

Hemorrhage

Size

Treatment

Contrast enhancement in black blood MRI

Male

51 y

1

temporal

non bleeding

25 mm

Surgery

Contrast at fistulas

Female

19 y

1

temporal

bleeding

15 mm

Surgery

Contrast atnidus

Male

19 y

2

frontal

bleeding

14 mm

Surgery

Contrast at nidus

Male

53 y

2

frontal

bleeding

15 mm

Surgery

Contrast at nidus

Male

77 y

2

cerebellar

bleeding

17 mm

Embolisation

Contrast at nidus

Male

46 y

2

frontal

non bleeding

9 mm

Radiation

No contrast

Female

49 y

2

parietal

non bleeding

36 mm

Observation

Contrast at nidus

Female

53 y

2

temporal

non bleeding

33 mm

Surgery

Contrast at nidus

Female

61 y

4

Temporo-parietal

non bleeding

46 mm

Observation

Contrast at fistulas

Male

57 y

5

fronto-parietal

non bleeding

67 mm

Observation

Contrast at nidus

whether the contrast enhancement can predict any status of instability of an AVM.

Methods
From January 2017 until July 2017 patients with AVMs
treated in our department received a bbMRI sequence in
addition to the regular MRI. We retrospectively analyzed

the MRIs of 10 patients with AVMs treated in our department. In addition, N = 4 patients with arteriovenous
fistulas received a bbMRI. The patients presented in our
outpatient facilities or in case of AVM bleeding in the
emergency room. The analysis of bbMRIs was performed by a neuroradiologists and the result of contrast
enhancement in the AVM was rated as positive or

Fig. 1 Case with incidental AVM. a Digital subtraction angiography showing the frontal AVM in sagittal (left) and b. coronal (right) views. c. BbMRI
shows no contrast enhancement in the AVM
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negative. Three cases are illustrated. AVM size was defined as the longest diameter in mm.
Cranial MRI was performed on a 3T MR scanner
(Magnetom Skyra, Siemens, Erlangen) with a 20 channel
head coil. The protocol included a 3 D T1 space sequence
with fat saturation (SPAIR) and blood suppression (field
of view 179*230, repetition time 693 ms, echo time 18 ms,
matrix 256 x 256, spatial resolution 0.9 x .09 x 0.9 mm)
before and after administration of gadolinium (0,2 ml/kg/
BW, maximum 20 ml; ProHance, Bracco Imaging,
Germany). Total scan time was 8 min.

Results
N = 10 patients with AVMs of which 4 were female received a bbMRI. The mean age of patients with bleeding
AVMs (N = 4) was 42 y (19-77 y) and 52.8 y (46-61 y) for
the non-bleeding cases. Five patients were operated on; 3
AVMs are still under observation, one was embolized and
one irradiated. In 9 / 10 cases the AVM vessel walls
showed contrast enhancement. Four patients presented
with intracranial bleeding all of which showed strong contrast enhancement in their AVM niduses. Only one AVM
with no haemorrhage and a Spetzler-Martin Grade 2 had
no contrast enhancement. There was no difference in contrast enhancement between bleeding and non-bleeding
AVMs. Additionally, the contrast enhancement was localized to the whole nidus, whereas in the 4 studied arteriovenous fistula patients the contrast enhancement was
exclusively in the walls of the abnormal vein. All 4 patients
with arteriovenous fistulas had contrast enhancement (2
with haemorrhage and 2 without). Further analysis of the
patients with fistulous malformation was not possible due
to the low sample size.
Table 1 summarizes some of the characteristics of the
AVMs in the 10 studied patients.
Illustrative Cases

We show the typical bbMRI contrast enrichment in the
AVMs in the following 3 cases.
The first case illustrates a 46 y.o. male patient who
presented in our outpatient clinic with the diagnosis of
an incidental AVM of 9 mm and a deep venous drainage.
The bbMRI shows no contrast enhancement. Nevertheless, the patient was treated by radiation therapy (Fig. 1).
The second case is that of a 53 y.o. female patient who
presented with an epileptic seizure. The AVM (Fig. 2)
was known for over 10 years but after the seizure and an
increase in size we decided to remove the AVM. Before
surgery the bbMRI was performed and showed an intranidal contrast enhancement of the vascular walls (Fig.2).
The third case is of 61 y.o. female with an epileptic
seizure. The diagnostic MRI revealed a 46 mm
temporo-parietal AVM. The bbMRI shows contrast enhancement of the nidus (Fig. 3). Under antiepileptic

Fig. 2 Incidental AVM a Digital subtraction angiography showing the
AVM b BbMRI with contrast shows a moderate contrast
enhancement of the nidus

therapy she did not have any new seizures and because
she rejected surgery we decided to observe the patient.

Discussion
The present study evaluates feasibility of bbMRI for
assessment of AVMs. It has been shown that inflammatory processes play a crucial role in AVM growth with
increased expression of inflammatory cytokines and
proteases in these lesions [7, 8]. Recruitment of leukocytes and leukocyte-derived metalloproteinases lead to
structural degradation of the AVM walls which could
lead to rupture [9]. On the other hand, macrophages
and other inflammatory cells are detected in the vascular
walls of AVMs which did not rupture [7, 8, 10]. Therefore, it cannot be concluded that the inflammation is a
sign of AVM instability and a risk factor for rupture unlike in intracranial aneurysms [3, 4]. After demonstrating
that bbMRI contrast enhancement is present in AVMs
as well as in arteriovenous fistulas we looked for differences between ruptured and non-ruptured AVMs as well
as size and inflammation. Although there is a strong uptake of contrast enhancement in the AVM nidus and in
the abnormal vein of arteriovenous fistulas in the patients, indicating a high probability of ongoing inflammation there was no difference between ruptured and
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Fig. 3 Non-hemorrhaged temporoparietal AVM. a MR-Angiography (left) and b reconstruction (right) of the AVM. c In the bbMRI (w/o contrast, left
and d with contrast, right) there is a strong contrast enhancement of the AVM nidus

unruptured malformations in size. It can be concluded
that there are dynamic inflammatory processes in AVMs
and arteriovenous fistula walls but it seems that it is not
more prevalent in AVMs prone to rupture. The observations of inflammation in AVM walls which could indicate a rupture risk have to be seen critically because
unlike aneurysms, AVMs appear to be in a permanent
stage of inflammation as seen in our study in which 6
/10 AVMs with no bleeding displayed strong contrast
enhancement in bbMRI. The same phenomenon can be
observed in the four cases of arteriovenous fistulas
which were all contrast enhancing: there was no difference between the haemorrhaged (2 out of 4) and the
non-haemorrhaged cases but sample sizes are of course
low.
Never the less the number of patients studied does
not allow drawing of conclusions other than that
bbMRI is feasible in indicating inflammation in AVMs
and that AVMs are highly active in terms of inflammatory processes. Based on this first observation with
bbMRI further prospective and controlled studies

looking for differences between stable AVMs and
those prone to rupture are needed. Objective criteria
of inflammatory activity could be of use in determining which AVMs should be treated and which are to
be observed.

Conclusions
The study is the first one using black blood MRI in
AVMs. What we could show is an indication of a high
inflammatory acticvity in the AVM wall speaking for a
possible instability. Never the less and because of the
small case number, it has to be evaluated in a prospective study if the inflammatory activity seen in the black
blood MRI is associated with a higher bleeding rate.
Histological specimens of AVMs together with black
blood MRIs should be evaluated in further studies.
Abbreviations
AVM: Arteriovenous Malformations; bbMRI: Black Blood Magnetic Resonance
Imaging; ARUBA: A Randomised Trial of Unruptured Brain Arteriovenous
Malformations.
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